Second Circular

Dear ICAMERs,

By now it is only about a month to go till ICAME42 will take place. While Corona figures are also rising slightly in Germany, the increase has remained slow so far and we remain confident that we will be able to have the onsite part of the conference as planned. We have already sent out the program, which can be found on the website here:

https://icame42.englisch.tu-dortmund.de/docs/ICAME42_program.pdf

Scheduled presentations and data protection protocol

In addition to the onsite lectures we are offering the added possibility to join discussions of thematically grouped prerecorded online presentations. The schedule for these online paper discussions is also found in the program. Please remember that we need the agreement to our data protection protocol from anyone participating in either online or onsite discussions and/or giving an online or onsite paper. If you have not yet done so, please register your consent until August 10th at https://umfragen.tu-dortmund.de/967463.

In order to conform to data protection laws, please do not share any login credentials for the conference with anyone else.

Uploading your online presentations to our system

Upload of the prerecorded online presentations will be carried out by our technology support team. As previously advised, please upload the – clearly labeled – recordings of your online presentations in mp4 format to our Sciebo database by August 2nd or earlier, using the following link: https://tu-dortmund.sciebo.de/s/AigVFVryQuqIRl9

The password is **ICAME42** (please leave out the ** before and after the password).

The presentations will then be uploaded onto the VIMEO conference page and will be available for viewing and commenting before the start of ICAME42. Please remember that Digital WIP contributions should be around 10 minutes and should not exceed 15 minutes. Digital full papers should be around 20 minutes and should not exceed 25 minutes, and Research Blurbs should be 3-5 minutes, while onsite WIPs are 10 minutes, full papers 20 minutes and research blurbs 3-5 minutes.

If you are participating onsite, please do not forget to bring a laptop to interact with online participants. We are looking forward to seeing you in Dortmund soon, in person or online.

The ICAME42 organizing team